
Tuition Classes for Health Care Professionals 
Medical | Dental | Pharmacy  

World’s Unique Program to ease your medical studies by 3 innovative methods 
1. Brain Development Program 

For scientifically programming your brain and mind to deeper relaxation and 
increasing your brain potential through holistic Life Style Consultation 

2. Magic Memory  
For memorizing complex medical information thru readymade solutions                                                                           

3. Evolog Flow Charts 
For understanding the basics concepts of health and disease states  
 

Exclusively For Medical Students 
 

Can I enjoy my medical course without breaking 

my head? 

How can I memorize many unrelated facts and 

retain them until exams? 

What do I do when I have read really hard & still 

find it hard to recollect during exams? 

                                                                   Is there an easy way out? 

Can anyone else study my subjects and help me              

memorize complex topics while I relax? 

 

 

 

 



Who can join the Tuition Classes? 

Pre Medical Course: Those who are well planned to pursue the medical 

course in the next academic year can take this course to launch them into JET 

SPEED MODE in preparation to become super doctors right from the word go 

in their medical profession. 

Medical/Dental Students: First Year Students to Final Year students who 

want to master                                                                                                        

PHYSIOLOGY and GENERAL MEDICINE  

the very basis of their future professional practice. 

And those wishing to pursue higher post graduate degrees abroad by way of 

appearing for competitive exams like USMLE etc 

Imagine you have 100s of  Syndromes, Root Values of Reflexes, Lab 

Values, all hormones and their chief 

action, important diseases in your 

FINGER TIPS 

 

Brain Development Program, 

Spicamsys Magic Memory Program &                           

Evolog Flowcharts                                                                                      
revolutionizes the way medical knowledge can be learnt through INSTANT 

MEMORIZATION with little effort and at the same time ensures TOTAL RECALL during 

exams. Experience it to believe it.                                                                                          

Selected 100 topics in Physiology & General Medicine are available. 

Courses are possible by ONLINE COACHING or delivered locally in arrangement with the 

teaching institution.  

For more info visit www.ufaworld.com/magic-memory.html 

Or mail to mahasat@gmail.com 

http://www.ufaworld.com/magic-memory.html

